Vote for your favourite booktrailer

Name of trailer:

How well do the graphics and music enhance the trailer?

- Effective
- Skillful
- Satisfactory

How does it convey the theme and tone of the book?

- Effective
- Skillful
- Satisfactory

Does it reveal sufficient details of the storyline to entice you?

- Yes
- No

What is the probability of you being persuaded by this trailer to read the book?

- 100%
- 80%
- 60%
- 40%
- 20%

Is this a book you would have chosen before seeing the trailer?

- Yes
- No

Copyright and referencing are an important consideration when creating digital works. Has the director followed copyright guidelines?

Are the images taken from a movie?

- Yes
- No

Are the images credited at the end of the trailer?

- Yes
- No

Would you choose this trailer as a finalist in the People’s Choice Awards?

- Yes
- No